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regarding the basic facts of the food problem is widespread. Most perwhether favorable or unfavorable to the Hoover Plan, have accepted their informs,..
tion from the Hoover offices--the only source regularly issuing statements accessible
to the general :public. At ~ points accurate figures are admittedly difficult to
obtain. But, unhappily, factual statements by Mr. Hoover and certain members of his
Committee have been consistenly unreliable, and in some instances quite untrue. A
few illustrations;
son~,

1, 11 In normal times, (the Little Democracies) must import 30 to 60% of their
food supplies. Imports from overseas are now stopped by the British blockade."
(Hoover Statement, p,2,)
These figures are at sharp variance with official records in the Department of
Agriculture, They make no recognition either of the greatly reduced food consumption
among the subjugated peoples through severe rationing regulations, or of the very considerable reserves each of these countries had built up in ~ticipation of the blockade. Furthermore, Mr. Hoover neglects to add that, while each occupied country normally imports certain foods, each of them with the exception of Belgium normally ~
ports very large quantities in other categories, mainly to Great Britain. These _e_x ports are now also stopped and would be av~ilable for home consumption or ex.change,
save for German expropriation. To a considerable degree, surpluses of certain foods
in one occupied country match shortages in the same foods in others. Holland exported
large quantities of food--40% of her butter az+d 50% of her latd, substantial quantities
of bacon, pork, mutton, milk, and an immense v·b1ume of cheese; eggs and vegetables.
Norwccy exported over so% of her marine oils--Holland's and Belgium 1 s most serious deficiency- and uncalculable quanti tie's of fish. Pre-war Poland. was a heavy exporter
of graint livestock, lard, butter, eggs and sugar, embracing preci~ely the deficit
foods of Holland and Norwccy. With exports of three-fourths of her butter, bacon and
eggs, Denmark was the world 1 s most important exporter of these products. To be sure,
shortages in imported feed~stuffs and gaso.line are affeeting these surpluses, but they
must be included in any accUl"ate account of the basic situation 11 in normal times."
2. 11 No large stocks of food (reserves) are carried in these countries,"
Hoover, Colliers, Nov_~ 23, 1940, 'p. 72~)

(Mr.

ffDenmark, Norway, the Netherlands and Belgium had prepared for the expected war •••
by storing large quantities of food. 11 (Dr .• Frederick Strauss, economist of the Department of Agriculture, in 'iuarterly Journal of Economics for May 1941 as summarized
in the N. Y. Times, Feb, 23, 1941.) Mr, Hambro 1 President of the Norwegian Parliament.
declares that Norway had built up a three .year reserve of all essential food materials.
The Dutch authorities report that Holland had grain reserves of 400,000 tons, fourflfths of a normal year's supply. Similar reserves had been created in the other
. Democracies.
~"" *The following statement has been carefully checked privately by four of the foremost
~
~

authorities on the· European food situation in the United States with access to official records and best available current information. It is believed to be as reliable a Swnmal'Y of the facts as is obtainable,
Two of the best factual discussions of the food problem (Lars Moen, Under the Iron
. :Keel, Chapter I, and Dr. Karl :Brandt, "Food as · a Political lnstrument in Europe,"
·Foreign Affairs, April 1941) are reproduced in condensed form in The Read.ere Digest,
May 1941. These should be consulted by all serious students of the problem.
. )
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. 3. 1t)fy own advices are that it (withdrawal of food by the Germans) has not been
substantial." °(Mr .. Hoover, .Ql2.. cit.)
Yet neutral observers and foreign correspondents in occupied territory knew that
the withdrawals were on a colossal scale,** One would expect Mr. Hoover 1 s information regarding Belgium to be especially full and reliable. An .American in Antwerp
thus describes the facts: 11 The German army completed the occupation of Antwerp at
about eight a.m. on May 18, 1940, and by three p.m. on the same day huge army trucks
had been backed up at the warehouses and were emptying them of all merchandise. There
was not even a check made of the contents of cases and balesi everything went into
trucks and took the road to Germany •••• The Belgians know that the Nazi have hauled
off to Germany all the stocks in the country and destroyed a large part of the means
of production., •• Worst of all, they are sure that what food they do succeed in producing will again be carried away to Germany or used to feed the occupying troops
living in Belgium--officially half a million, actually nearly twice that •••• All of the
German soldiers must be fed by the country in which they are quartered •••• If the Germans had left in the country the stocks of foodstuffs on hand at the time of the invasion, there would have been no serious shortage before the winter of 1941-42. 11 ***
Hermann Goering's own paper, the National Zeitung, for January 7, 1941 explains that
France 1s food emergency is due to the fact that her two million tons of grain stocks
have been destroyed by the hostilities or requisitioned by the arm.y of occupation.
4. "Central Poland is now separated from its agricultural provinces by the
Russian annexation." (Mr. Hoover, .Q.U. cit., p. 70.)
Every student of Poland knows that the principal and richest agricultural area
of Poland has been seized by Germa.n..v. "German Poland is largely an argicultura.l region and represents the most advanced sector of the argiculture of pre-war Poland.
Russian Poland, on the other hand, is of the more backward type with poor farming
conditions prevailing." (Department of Agriculture Report.)
5. 11 That the equivalent of any supplies already taken by the Germans should be
returned by the Germans to these peoples; 11 (Condition 3 of the Hoover Proposal.)
If that condition were to be fulfilled, there would be no acute food shortage
demanding drastic relief measures in any occupied country. 11 The Danes and Norwegians,
the Netherlanders and Belgians and French could feed themselves under war conditions
if permitted, But Germany •••• is not permitting them to do this. Instead she is taking food and transportation facilities from them for her own needs and gearing their
economies to the requirements of the Nazi war-machine." (Dr. Frederick Strauss,
summarized in N. Y. Times, Feb. 23, 1941.)
.
**No complete figures of these seizures are available or can ever be secured, But
known instances, in most cases reported through the press or radio of Germany or of
the countries concerned (e.g., almost the entire stock of cured fish and 300,000 tons
of potatoes from Norway, virtually the whole vegetable produce and the entire grain
reserve of Holland, the entire potato supply beyond a meager individual daily ration
in Belgium, hundreds of thousands of tons of potatoes from Poland, tens of thousands
of cattle from Denmark and Belgium, practically all food reserves of all occupied
countries) indicate the scale of expropriation. To these must be added vast and indeterminable amounts commandeered for the occupying forces. "The meat supplies
taken from Denmark would have fed the people of Denmark and Norway combined for two
years." (Dr. Frederick Strauss, Qll. cit.)
***Lars Moen, Under the Iron Heel, pp. 27-28.
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6. 11 We have the experience bf the last war to go by •••• under precisely the same
conditions that exist today." (Hoover Statement and Mr. Hoover, .Q;Q,. cit.)
Dr. Alonzo E. Taylor, food expert, member of the House Mission and the War Trade
Board, representative of the United States on questions of food supplies in the last
war, writes,- HCircumstances are entirely different. The Belgians had on the right an
allied belligerent, France, and on the left a neutral country, Holland, where the ·shipments intended for Belgium were warehoused and controlled. Now hoth France and Holland
are in the same situation as Belgium."
7. 11 None of this food (the Belgian relief in the last war) went to the Germans."
(Mr. Hoover, .Q;Q,. cit. p. 71.)
In ·the New York Times of August . 17, 1941 a letter signed 11 A. F, and G. 11 read in
part as follows; "Before any decision is reached to feed Hitler's captive peoples it
would be worthwhile to check certain aspects of the results obtained by the Hoover
Relief Commission in the World War. Along the line of march of my unit into the
Rhineland after the armistice I did a bit of checking on my own account. The results
were highly illuminating, On arriving at our first billet in the area evacuated by
the Germans my query was answered by a visit to the best house in the village. It had
been used for more than three years as a German command post and officers 1 mess. The
mountain of empty tin · cans which had accumulated in the back yard were, with few exceptions,.American in origin. When I asked for an explanation I learned that these rations had been issued by the commission1s personnel to the French natives, but the
Germans had ways of getting their hands on them. 'Sometimes, at- first, we were paid, ·1
my informer told me. After that experience, we made a similar check at every night 1 s
billet, and at other war-time concentration centers along the line of march through
France, Belgium, Luxembourg and into the Rhineland. With one single exception the results were the same. The final bit was obtained when a search for concealed arms was
made in the Rhineland town assigned to us for station, The solid blocks of buildings
with their cover·ed courts and hidden passages, typical of German construction, are
familiar to the men who made up the American force in Germany, Our search produced an
incredible quantity of the flotsam and jetsam dropped by a retreating, disintegrating
army. It included three broken-down trucks partly loaded with Hoover Commission canned
goods, bags of flour, etc~ 11
"Belgians who lived under the occupation from 1914 to 1918-responsible citizens
whose honesty I had no reason to doubt--have assured me that a large share, and perhaps the major share, of all food sent by America during the last war was diverted to
feed the German army. 11 (Lars Moen, Under the Iron Heel, p. 42.)

a. News releases of Mr. Hoover's Chicago meeting of Feb. 16, 1941 reported that
the consuls of all of the Little Democracies were present. The radio announcer declared that all of the consuls were on the platform and were being introduced to the
audience. Not one of them attended. Two days prior to the meeting, all had sent
courteous declinations. Who supplied the press and radio with these erroneous statements?
9, On the basis of reports from three personal representatives sent to Belgium
to investigate conditions, Mr. Hoover declared, •tWithin a month the c1ties and towns
of this entire nation of 8,000,000 men, women and children will be practically without
food. 11 (Chicago address, Feb. 16, 1941,)
The German food expert who "conducted" Mr. Hoover's investigators and supervised
their access to facts, Dr. Lotz, declared in their presence and without their contra.diction that, under Germany's unified economic administration of all occupied territory, there need be and will be no acute food shortage for ~ of the subject peoples.

,.
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10. "Something like eighteen million people will be without food before the winter is over. 11 (Mr. Hoover, Colli~rs, .N;~v. 23, .~940, p. 72.) "Major food supplies to
maintain any :Belgian ration will be non-existent within a month." (Mr. Hoover, N. Y.
Times, Jan. 28, 1941.) "Fifteen million people will die." (Mr. Hoover, Vassar address,
Nov. 15, 1940.)
Three months have passed since January 28th, The winter is almost over. Dr, Karl
:Brandt, formerly Professor of .Agricultural Economics of the University of Berlin, now
Economist, Food Research Institute, Stanford University, one of the foremost authorities on European food problems in the world, thus summarizes the situation in an authoritative article in Foreign Affairs' April 194],: "Late this spring, probably will
come the critical period in Europe's food problem in this war, Thereafter the food
situation will tend to become less tense, even in such hard-pressed areas as Poland,
Belgium, unoccupied France and Spain •••• If in 1941 the war does not turn into a sweeping movement of invading armies on the CQntinent itself, and if a general crop failure
does not occur, we are prob.a bly safe in ~ssuming that the threat of famine will gradually vanish, though a dearth of fats will still persist, and eggs, fluid milk and
cream will · continue to be scarce," (pp. ·526-?)
I

11. "In response to the appeals of the people in these countries that I raise a
voice in their behalf •••• " (Mr. Hoover, Co·lliers, Nov. 23, 1940, p. 72.)
Most Americans have assumed that Mr, Hoover speaks at the urgent request and with
the full approval of the leaders of the Little Democracies. This is not the case, In
recent weeks, Mr, Hoover has reported cabled appeals from small groups of leaders in
Norway and in Belgium, almost certainly sent without acquaintance with the reasons
which have led the recognized spokesmen of their peoples in London and America to take
a quite different attitude. That attitude is as follows. Some of the leaders of the
Little Democracies are appreciative of Mr, Hoover's solicitude in behalf of their
peoples, The Belgians in particular recall with gratitude his services to Belgium in
the last war. Many of the foremost leaders of the subjugated peoples deeply resent
Mr. Hoover's efforts, partly because of the pro-Nazi policies of certain of his
European representatives, partiy because of his own opposition to effective American
aid for their liberation, partly because of the unfair and untruthful character of his
propaganda. ,Virtually without exception, they disapprove his agitation, knowing that
it cannot relieve their present distress, that it is fostering a false impression of
divided counsel among the Allies, that it is dividing and thus weakening American support for their nations* cause, that it is blocking serious consideration of any other
measures for relief, and that it is encouraging the Nazi to hope that an American
agency will relieve them of the necessity of returning stolen food, thus actually aggravating the plight of the subject peop1es. Consultations between the Allied and
British Governments over the food problem are frequent and intimate. All have hoped,
as have all American supporters of the Allied cause, that some way might be found to
relieve acute distress without risk of strengthening the conquerors. Thus far, no
such method has been discovered. But these consultations can in no sense be interpreted as support of the Hoover Plan. Three quotations voice the attitude of those
who alone have a right to speak for the Little Democracies:-Mr, M. P. L. Steenberghe, Netherlands Minister of Commerce, Shipping and Industry,
broadcasting to the Dutch nation on January 22nd, after describing their Government's
measures for storing food against the d03 of Holland's liberation, added: "Finally a
few words about the distribution of the goods. You will understand that we cannot
distribute them to you right now, By doing so, it would only increase your difficulties. Like so many of the products of our agriculture and the stores that were available in our country on the 10th of M03, 1940, they would be absorbed in that 1great
European living space.'
That would simply serve to stren.gthen the enp,my 1 s :posH:ion and. postpone the day
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of your deliverance, and that is something Which ' you certainly cannot wish. I have
no doubt that you would pref er to shoulder the burden of your cares, of which we are
so sadly aware, a little longer. You will be succored the very moment it becomes
certain such help can no longer benefit the enemy."
M. Camille Gutt, Minister of Finance and of War in the Belgian Government in
London, while describing current needs in· Belgium and his hope that a wa:y of securing
food might be discovered, makes it unmistakably clear that he opposes all pressure on
the British Government to relax their blockade: "We are cooperating to the fullest
extent with the British in our common end which is to win the war. Certainly we are
not going to break or impair a weapon in their hands. In London, we are working hand
in hand with the Churchill Government." (N. Y. Times, April 8 and April 18, 1941.)

M. Jan Masaryk, Czecho-slovak Fo:reign Minister, declares:

11 A

complete blockade
is essential to victory. Half measures are not enough •••• In the present circumsta.nces
compromise is impossible even from the humanitarian standpoint. Czechoslovak children
will be pale after the war is won, but their spirits will be free. In love and sympathy we must think of their spirits and their future as much as their bodies. There
will come a da:y when America can help feed the h'l.ingry and restore weary bodies, but
that da:y has not come yet.
"To all who offer food to Czechoslovakia at the cost of dela:ying our victory, we
sa:y: 'Thank you--not yet, Germany and her ally must be defeated first. Let them
return what they have stolen from occupied areas and there would be no need of lifting
the blockade, 111
12. "My friends in England should know that I last year advocated aid to Britain
with 1 tools of war' in six nationwide broadcasts and on innumerable other occasions,
and that also included advocacy of the Lend-Lease Bill so far as it· was I short of war,.
(to use the President 1 s assurance) and so far as it was not a vehicle for abandonment
of conwtitutional responsibilities of the Congress.II (Mr. Hoover, Letter to the London Times, .April 12 1 1941.)
In the last week of January when Congressional consideration of the Lend-Lease
Bill was reaching its crisis, Mr. Hoover spent an evening in the home of Mr. William
R. Castle in Washington with a small group of Republican isolationist Senators, including Senators Vandenberg and Taft. At this conference, Senate opposition to the
Lend-Lease Bill was planned. Subsequently, members of Mr. Hoover's Committee urged upon
him that his opposition to the Lend-Lease Bill was injuring his Feeding Proposalsi
he then came out in qualified approval of the Bill.
to

11

More than once in private conversation, Mr. Hoover has declared his determination
force 11 the Br ~ tish Government to accept his Pr(1:posals.

In his address at the bicentennial celebration at the University of Pennsylvania
on September 18, 1940, Mr. Hoover stated his expectation 11 that certain large areas
will continue under totalitarian dictatorship fora long time •••• that the totalitarian
domination of Germany and Italy will cover most of the Continent of Europe from Russia
to the Atlantic and will also include much of the dependencies of these former European
States in Africa and the East Indies." His specific proposals for economic collaboration with the totalitarian powers in the post-war world were premised upon these assumptions.
Mr. Hoover's closest associate in political matters in Washington is Mr. Willian
R. Castle, intimate advisor of Colonel Lindbergh, i .n fluen.tial leader of AMERICA FIRST.
Mr. Castle has consistently advocated that the United States lend assistance to the
Democratic Allies only within the strict letter of international law, i.e. such

t"
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materials as they are able to purchase and transport--such materials as would be available to Germany or Japan on equal terms. He has strongly argued the Japanese case in
the Far Eastern struggle,

Eminent members of the Hoover Committee have in recent weeks stated:. That the late Lord Lothian was favorably disposed to the Hoover Plan
That Secretary Hull favors acceptance of the Hoover

~roposals

That President Roosevelt is trying to persuade Mr. Churchill to accept Mr.
Hoover's Plan
That the British Cabinet is evenly divided in attitude toward
Plan

th~

Hoover

That only the personal obstinancy of Mr. Churchill prevents immediate
acceptance of Mr. Hoover's proposals by the British Government
Each of these declarations is untrue.

